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ABSTRACT

In this paper we implemented a 2D Vector Map, map editor and Database design intended to
provide an efficient way to convert cad files from indoor environments to a set of vectors
representing hallways, doors, exits, elevators, and other entities embedded in a floor plan, and
save them in a database for use by other applications, such as assisted navigation for blind people.
A graphical application as developed in C++ to allow the user to input a CAD DXF file, process
the file to automatically obtain nodes and edges, and save the nodes and edges to a database for
posterior use. The use of a database permits fast and reliable access to any structure within the
map.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Computer Assisted Navigation
Computer assisted navigation is an active research field that encompasses several
industries, including the automobile, aero-space and medical devices. Several automobile
manufacturers have implemented computer assisted navigation systems to drive, park and
stop vehicles with minimum or no human intervention [1] [2]. The aero-space industry uses
navigation systems in their drones, airplanes and Mars’ rovers [3]. In the medical industry,
the surgical robot uses assisted navigation to operate with minimum human interaction and
increased precision [4].
The goal of the computer assisted navigation is to create an autonomous system able to
navigate through known or unknown environments with minimum or no intervention from
a human being.
In order to navigate a robot or to assist a blind person to walk in an indoor environment,
the computer assisted navigation system has to be able to get information from the
environment (sensors), build or obtain a representation of the environment (map), locate
itself in the map (localization), identify the best way to move from the current position in
space to a desired destination (path planning) and to navigate through the environment
(navigation).
In this research, we developed a 2D Vector map editor and Database to represent the indoor
environment (map representation) to be used in the Localization, Path Planning and
Navigation algorithms for the Indoor Assisted Navigation for the blind system [5].

1.2 Scope of Thesis
The scope of this research is the implementation of a 2D Vector Map and Database to use
in conjunction with an indoor-assisted navigation system for the blind currently in
development [5]. The goal of this research is to design and implement a way to represent
all entities normally found in an indoor environment, such as: doors, hallways, elevators,
stairs, room, bathrooms, etc. A database was designed to represent such objects, and a C++
Graphical User Interface was implemented to allow three main functions: data input, data
processing, and database management.
There are three main challenges in implementing the 2D vector map representation of a
building floor plan:


How to get the input data from an image file (jpeg, png, bmp, etc) or from a CAD
file (dwg, dxf).



How to identify and separate the important information in the image: hallways,
elevator, stairs, exit, doors, rooms, etc.



How to save the information in order to use it in other applications: text file, binary
file, xml file, database, etc.

In this research we provide answers for the above questions by implementing a set of C++
classes to read a floor plan drawing, perform image processing, and save a 2D Vector map
in a database for posterior use.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Generalities
Computer assisted navigation is possible if a computer system has access to two main
sources of information: map of the environment and sensory input data.
The map of the environment can be provided, if one exist, and it can be self-obtained,
learned from sensor inputs.
In this research we developed a 2D Vector map, map editor and database to represent the
map of the environment. This map will be used for localization, path planning and
navigation in the Indoor-assisted navigation for the blind project [5].

2.2 IndoorGML
IndoorGML is an open data model and XML schema to represent indoor spatial
information [6]. In this research we don’t implement the full IndoorGML standard but we
use its concepts to represent the 2D Vector map and to design the database for the indoor
assisted navigation for the blind system. GML (Geography Markup Language) is a standard
XML encoding to represent and handle geographic information.
IndoorGML defines an indoor space as a set of cells. There are two main types of cells:
navigable and non-navigable cells. Each cell will contain a node and at least one edge
connecting it to another cell or node. To convert a floor plan or image to a set of nodes and
edges, the indoorGML uses the Node-Relation Graph (NRG) described in [7]. Figure 1
below shows a sample floor plan with its nodes and edges.

Figure 1 Sample floor map with nodes and edges
Lorentz et al [8] describes a hybrid spatial model for representing indoor environments,
and as in the indoorGML standard, it divides the indoor environment into cells, and uses
nodes and edges to represent rooms and doors and their interconnections. In this research
we use the concepts of nodes and edges to create a 2D Vector Map of the indoor
environment.

2.3 System model
The 2D Vector map was modeled according to the IndoorGML semantics.
The objects or entities of an indoor environment are represented by nodes, and the
interconnections between accessible nodes are represented by edges.
Nodes are used to represent empty or navigable spaces as defined in the IndoorGML
standard [6].
Edges represent the connections between adjacent nodes and indicate a path between two
nodes. A node can have several edges, one for each neighbor accessible node.
Nodes and edges contain both quantitative and qualitative information [6].

Each node contains the following features: unique identifier number, x coordinate, y
coordinate, width, height, type of node, and value of the node. The x and y coordinates are
related to the floor plan and the local coordinate system. The type of a node represents a
landmark or entity of the indoor environment which can be: door, hallway, room, stairs,
elevator, men’s bathroom, ladies’ bathroom, emergency exit, external node, anchor node,
or any other indoor entity or landmark. The value of the node can indicate the room number
or name, elevator number, etc. External and Anchor nodes are used to identify a node in
the threshold between the street and the indoor floor plan, the stairs and another floor, the
elevator and another floor. The external nodes allow the transition between the street and
the building, and the anchor nodes allow the transition between floors or different
environments within the same building.

Each edge contains the following features: unique identifier number, start node, end node,
type of edge. Start and end nodes indicate the two connected nodes, and the type of edge
can be defined as internal or external. Internal edges connect nodes within the same floor
plan, and an external edge connects an internal node with an external or anchor node.
The nodes and edges are stored in a database for posterior use by Localization, Path
Planning, and Navigation algorithms of an Indoor-Assisted Navigation for the Blind
system [5].

CHAPTER 3
COMPUTER ASSISTED NAVIGATION THEORY

3.1 Introduction
A person normally uses his senses to navigate in an indoor or outdoor environment. When
entering a building or a city street, we use our vision to locate landmarks or points of
reference. Our brain is able to process the information we see in order to locate ourselves.
If we have a map of the city we can match the street names in the map to find where we
are (Localization). Once we identify our initial location, we can find on the map where we
want to go (Target destination), and find the best way to get there (Path Planning). After
we decide what is the best way to get to our destination we use our vision and legs to
navigate the city blocks until we reach our destination (Navigation). In an outdoor
environment we can also use a Global Position System (GPS) to help us navigate, whereas
this is not possible in an indoor environment.
Computer assisted navigation uses computer algorithms, sensory input (radar, computer
vision, ultrasound, etc.), and a motion control system (motors, encoders, motor controller,
etc.) to achieve what a human being is able to do using their vision, brain and muscles.
However, computer algorithms and sensors are not analog like our brain and eyes. They
require a finite number of possibilities to be able to process the data in a timely fashion.
There are several problems we need to address to allow a robot or a computer to perform
the steps described above including map representation, localization, path planning, and
navigation. In this research we implemented a 2D Vector Map, map editor and Database
to represent the indoor environment.

3.2 Map representation
How to represent a map of an indoor environment in the most efficient way for a computer
system to be able to use it for localization, path planning and navigation?
There are few ways to represent maps in order for a computer system to use it, for instance:
Grid-based maps, Topological maps, Occupancy maps, etc. In [8] the researchers
implemented a combination of grid-based map and topological map.
In this research we developed a 2D Vector map based on nodes and edges as defined in the
indoorGML standard to represent the map of an indoor environment. The vectors are stored
in a database for easy access and distribution. The 2D Vector map is generated based on
the CAD drawing of a floor plan. It is not the goal of this research to generate a map of an
unknown environment.
The indoor map is used by Localization, Path Planning and Navigation algorithms of the
Indoor-Assisted Navigation for the Blind system [5].

3.3 Localization
How to locate oneself in an indoor environment?
A robot or computer system’s ability to know where it is depends on its ability to locate
landmarks and associate these landmarks within a map. In an unknown environment, where
there is no available map, it is extremely difficult for a robot or a computer system to
automatically locate itself. In an outdoor environment we can use GPS (Global Positioning
System) to obtain the global coordinates, however, indoor environments do not allow the
use of GPS. In indoor environments, a robot or computer system has to identify indoor
entities to locate its current position and it needs access to a map of the indoor floor plan.
The map representation of the indoor environment is the subject of this research.

3.4 Path Planning
How to find the best way to reach a destination?
To perform path planning we need to know our current location, our destination, and the
available paths. The current location is obtained during the Localization phase. The
destination is an input provided by the blind person or computer system and the available
paths are calculated by the Path Planning algorithm. To obtain the best path to reach its
destination, the Path Planning algorithm needs a map that represents both occupied and
available spaces, and how. This is represented by nodes and edges on the 2D Vector map
database developed in this research.

3.5 Navigation
How to navigate safely to the desired destination?
To navigate to a destination we need to send commands to start moving (direction and
speed) and we need sensory feedback to make sure we are moving unobstructed in the right
direction. In an indoor environment the robot or computer system needs a map representing
the floor plan to be able to navigate. In this research we designed and implemented a 2D
Vector map database to store a floor plan representation to allow the Navigation algorithm
to move from the origin point to its destination following a Path Plan. The 2D Vector map
is generated by reading a CAD file, identifying the indoor environment entities and save a
set of Nodes and Edges represent the navigable spaces and their interconnections. In this
research we do not implement an auto-generated map based on sensory input.

CHAPTER 4
INDOOR NAVIGATION DATABASE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction
We identified the following requirements for the database manager:


Local database - it has to be stored in an Android Smart Phone



Small foot print – it does not consume too much memory



Easy portability – can be transferred over any type of media



Scalable – it can support small and large indoor environments

4.2 SQLite
We have selected SQLite as our database manager of choice because of the following
features:


It is a transactional SQL database engine



It is self-contained – designed for embedded applications



It does not require a server (server-less)



It does not require configuration (zero-configuration)



It is cross-platform – a database written in one system can be copied and read in
another system independent of operating system, 32 or 64 bits.

The SQLite's a good fit for mobile applications and allows multiple applications to access the
database at the same time [9].

4.3 AutoCAD DXF file
The DXF file format is a standard format to represent drawings in an easy way to transfer the
information between applications. DXF stands for “Drawing Exchange Format” and it
represents drawing objects and entities in a text file format. Objects are used to represent
non-drawing elements while entities represent drawing elements. Every object or entity is
represented by a group code.
A detailed description of the DXF file format can be found in [10].
In this research we implemented a software application able to read the entities in a DXF file
from a building or floor plan and convert it into 2D Vector maps. The application
automatically looks for doors, hallways, and annotations to create the vector map and save it
to a database. It also allows the user to edit the edges and nodes.
4.4 Database tables
The indoor navigation system database contains 22 tables: 14 input tables and 3 output
tables.
The input tables hold the input data obtained from the DXF file and consist of the following
tables: address, arcs, blocks, circles, ellipses, inserts, layers, lines, polylines, text,
variabledouble, variableint, variablestrings, and vertex. These tables allow easy editing of the
output map if needed.
The output tables hold the output data after processing the DXF file, and it contains the
following tables: nodes, edges, and doors.

4.4.1


Database input tables’ description

address: it holds the address of the floor map, and it is described on Table 1
below.

Table 1 Database address table
Field Name

Field Type

Comment

id

Unique Primary key

Non-duplicate

country

Text

NOT NULL

state

Text

NOT NULL

city

Text

NOT NULL

street

Text

NOT NULL

zip

Numerical

building

Text

floor

Text

globalCoordinates BLOB



arcs: holds the ‘arcs’ entities obtained from the DXF file.

Table 2 Database arcs table
Field
Name

Field Type

Comment

id

Integer Unique Primary
key

Auto Increment, Not null

cx

Real

NOT NULL, it contains the x
coordinate

cy

Real

NOT NULL, it contains the y
coordinate

radius

Real

NOT NULL

startAngle Real

NOT NULL

endAngle

Real

NOT NULL

block

Text

It identifies which block this arc
belongs to

layer

Text

NOT NULL

color

Integer

NOT NULL. Negative number =
invisible

addressID

Integer

NOT NULL. Index to map address



circles: holds the ‘arcs’ entities obtained from the DXF file.

Table 3 Database circles table
Field
Name

Field Type

id

INTEGER

attributes

BLOB

data

BLOB

block

TEXT,

layer

TEXT

color

INTEGER

addressID

INTEGER



Comment

NOT NULL

layers:
Table 4 Database layers table

Field
Name

Field Type

Comment

id

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

name

TEXT

NOT NULL

flags

INTEGER

NOT NULL

color

INTEGER

NOT NULL

lineType

TEXT

width

INTEGER

addressID

INTEGER



NOT NULL

lines: this table holds the lines entities as obtained from the DXF file. Lines
are normally used to create walls in building floor plan.
Table 5 Database lines table

Field
Name
id
attributes

Field Type
INTEGER
BLOB

Comment
PRIMARY KEY
NOT NULL

data
block
layer
color
addressID


BLOB
TEXT
TEXT
INTEGER
INTEGER

NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

text: this table holds the text entities as obtained from the DXF file. Text
entities are normally used to annotate the room number, elevators, stairs,
emergency exit, bathroom, etc.
Table 6 Database text table

Field Name
id

Field Type
INTEGER

Comment
PRIMARY KEY

angle

REAL

NOT NULL

apx

REAL

NOT NULL

apy

REAL

NOT NULL

hJustification INTEGER

NOT NULL

height

REAL

NOT NULL

ipx

REAL

NOT NULL

ipy

REAL

NOT NULL

style

TEXT

text

TEXT

NOT NULL

textFlags

INTEGER

NOT NULL

vJustification INTEGER

NOT NULL

xScaleFactor

REAL

layer

TEXT

block

TEXT

color

INTEGER

NOT NULL. Negative number =
invisible text

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



variableint:
Table 7 Database variableint table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

key

TEXT

NOT NULL

value

INTEGER

NOT NULL

code

INTEGER

NOT NULL

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



variablestring:
Table 8 Database variablestring table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

key

TEXT

NOT NULL

value

TEXT

NOT NULL

code

INTEGER

NOT NULL

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



inserts:
Table 9 Database inserts table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

name

TEXT

angle

REAL

colSp

REAL

cols

INTEGER

ipx

REAL

ipy

REAL

rowSp

REAL

rows

INTEGER

sx

REAL

sy

REAL

block

TEXT

layer

TEXT

color

INTEGER

addressID

INTEGER



NOT NULL

blocks:
Table 10 Database blocks table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

name

TEXT

NOT NULL

bpx

REAL

NOT NULL

bpy

REAL

NOT NULL

flags

INTEGER

layer

TEXT

color

TEXT

Negative color = invisible

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



variabledouble:
Table 11 Database variabledouble table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

key

TEXT

NOT NULL

value

REAL

NOT NULL

code

INTEGER

NOT NULL

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



ellipses:
Table 12 Database ellipses table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

angle1

REAL

angle2

REAL

cx

REAL

cy

REAL

mx

REAL

my

REAL

ratio

REAL

block

TEXT

layer

TEXT

color

INTEGER

addressID

INTEGER



NOT NULL

polylines:
Table 13 Database polylines table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

attributes

BLOB

data

BLOB

layer

TEXT

color

INTEGER

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



vertex:
Table 14 Database vertex table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY KEY

bulge

REAL

x

REAL

y

REAL

polyline

INTEGER

block

TEXT

layer

TEXT,

color

INTEGER

addressID

INTEGER

4.4.2


NOT NULL

Output tables’ description:
nodes:
Table 15 Database nodes table

Field Name
id

Field Type
INTEGER

Comment
PRIMARY KEY

x

REAL

NOT NULL

y

REAL

NOT NULL

type

TEXT

value

TEXT

NOT NULL

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NUL



edges:
Table 16 Database edges table

Field Name
id

Field Type
INTEGER

Comment
PRIMARY KEY

nodestart

INTEGER

NOT NULL

nodeend

INTEGER

NOT NULL

type

TEXT

NOT NULL

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL



doors:
Table 17 Database doors table

Field
Name
id

Field Type

Comment

INTEGER

PRIMARY

x

REAL

NOT NULL

y

REAL

NOT NULL

width

REAL

heigth

REAL

type

TEXT

attributes

BLOB

image

BLOB

addressID

INTEGER

NOT NULL

4.5 C++ and Qt Graphical User interface
In this research we developed a computer application (CCNYiNAV) to allow the input of
a DXF CAD file, building address, process the file to generate the 2D Vector map and
database tables. It also implements a map editor to allow the user to add, delete and move
nodes and edges. The 2D Vector map and database functions were written in C++, and the
Graphical User Interface was implemented in Qt5.

4.5.1

The development system

The CCNYiNAV GUI application was developed in an Inspiron Dell laptop with
4GBytes of RAM memory, Intel Celeron N2830 @ 2.16GHz x2, and 500GBytes
Hard Disk Drive.
The operating system used for implementation of the classes and GUI application
is Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS. The NAV_2DVectorMapAndDB library was developed
using Netbeans IDE Version 8.0.1, and the GUI application was developed using
Qt Creator 3.0.1.
The Netbeans IDE is a powerful integrated development environment that allows
the compilation and debugging of C++ applications, and other programming
languages. Netbeans is fully integrated with the GNU gdb debugger and code
assistance. For a complete description of the Netbeans IDE consult [11], and in [12]
a complete description of the Qt Creator can be found.
The RDBMS selected for this project is the SQLite because it is portable, simple,
and free. A complete description of the SQLite can be found in [9].

4.5.2

NetBeans IDE version 8.0.2

The NetBeans Integrated Development Environment is a powerful software
development tool originally design to work with Java but currently supports C/C++,
PHP, HTML5, JavaScript and more [11]. The Netbeans IDE allows easy
configuration of the libraries used in this project. Figure 2 below show the libraries
used by the main application.

Figure 2 Link Libraries

The dxflib is used to read the Autocad DXF file.
The libboost is a powerful toolkit library used for multi-thread applications.
The sqlite3 library is used to create and access the SQLite database.
In order to compile the CCNYiNAV GUI application the above libraries are
needed.
4.6 2D Vector Map: Nodes and Edges
The Nodes and Edges are created automatically from a CAD file. The input data is
obtained from the DXF CAD file by reading the entities defined in the DXF file, and
processing it to obtain the indoor landmarks and to generate the nodes and edges of the

2D Vector map. Nodes represent rooms, hallways, exits, elevator, stairs, bathroom and
any landmarks defined by the user and normally found in a building floor plan. Edges
represent the connection between adjacent nodes and they indicate a free pathway
between the nodes or navigable space between nodes. The database tables are described
above.
4.7 C++ Classes and GUI
The classes and GUI application were developed in C++ and use two main libraries: Qt5
[12] and libpq [13].
Doxygen [14] was used to create the classes’ documentation in HTML file format.
The CCNYiNAV GUI code contains: Header files (Table 18), Resource files (Table 19),
and Source Files (Table 20).
Table 18 Header files
File name
iNAVGUI.h
iNAV_LA_DXFParser.h
inputEdgeForm.h
inputNodeForm.h
MyBlocks.h
MyDoors.h
MyEdges.h
MyEllipses.h
MyGraphicsScene.h
myGraphicsView.h
MyLayers.h
MyLines.h
MyNodes.h
MyText.h
AddEdgeCommand.h
AddNodeCommand.h
AutoEdges.h
DeleteItemCommand.h
MoveNode.h

Description
Contains definition of the variables used in the main
program – header file
Manually Input Edge parameters – header file
Manually Input Node parameters – header file

Add a new Edge and populates the Undo stack – header
file
Add a new Node and populates the Undo stack – header
file
Populate Edges automatically – header file
Deletes a node or edge and populates the Undo stack –
header file
Move Node and populates the Undo Stack – header file

Table 19 Resource files
File name
iNAVGUI.ui
inputEdgeForm.ui
inputNodeForm.ui

Description
Main Graphical User Interface
Input Edge Form GUI
Input Node Form GUI
Table 20 Source files

File name
iNAVGUI.cpp
iNAV_LA_DXFParser.cpp
inputEdgeForm.cpp
inputNodeForm.cpp
MyBlocks.cpp
MyDoors.cpp
MyEdges.cpp
MyEllipses.cpp
MyFloorPlan.cpp
MyGraphicsScene.cpp
myGraphicsView.cpp
MyLayers.cpp
MyLines.cpp
MyNodes.cpp
MyText.cpp
AddEdgeCommand.cpp
AddNodeCommand.cpp
AutoEdges.cpp
DeleteItemCommand.cpp
MoveNode.cpp
4.7.1

Description
Main application

Add a new Edge and populates the Undo stack
Add a new Node and populates the Undo stack
Populate Edges automatically
Deletes a node or edge and populates the Undo stack
Move Node and populates the Undo Stack

UML Diagram
Figure 3 shows the UML diagram of the main graphical user interface. This
diagram was generated by Doxygen [14].
The main graphical user interface was designed using Qt Creator version 5 [12].
It contains two main classes: myGraphicsView and MyGraphicsScene.
Figure 4 shows the UML Diagram of the InputEdgeForm class, and Figure 5
shows the UML Diagram of the InputNodeForm class.
Figure 6 shows the 4 commands derived from QUndoCommand: MoveNode,
AddNodeCommand, AddEdgeCommand, and DeleteItemCommand. The
QUndoCommand class [15] creates the Undo/Redo stack, and allows the

application to undo and redo the Add Node, Move Node, Add Edge, and Delete
Item commands of the Graphical User Interface.
Figure 7 shows the iNAV_LA_DXFParser UML Diagram, and Figure 8 shows
the Class Hierarchy.

Figure 3 CCNY iNAVGUI Main Application - UML Diagram

Figure 4 Input Edge Form - UML Diagram

Figure 5 Input Node Form - UML Diagram

Figure 6 QUndoCommand - UML Diagrams

Figure 7 iNAV_LA_DXFParser - UML Diagram

Figure 8 Class Hierarchy

4.7.2

CCNYiNAV GUI description:

The CCNYiNAV Graphical User Interface consists of three tabs: Input data, Output
data and Configuration.
4.7.2.1 The Input data allows the user to enter the address, the CAD File and the
Database File in order to create the database. The database is saved in the
specified file. Figure 9 below shows the Input Data tab.

Figure 9 CCNYiNAV GUI - Input Data
The CAD file is the input of the automated system to obtain doors, room
numbers, elevators, stairs and all items normally found in an indoor
environment, and represented in a CAD file.
The Database file is where the input and output data will be saved, including
the nodes and edges.

4.7.2.2 The output Data tab is divided in three sections: Read DB, Tool bar, and
Canvas and it is shown on Figure 10 below.

Figure 10 Output Data Tab
The Read DB button allows the user to select a previous generated 2D
Vector Map.
The tool bar contains the following tools to help with editing the floor map:
Zoom+, increases the size of the image in the Canvas
Zoom-, decreases the size of the image in the Canvas
Undo, remove the last performed task
Redo, repeat last command only if Undo
Eraser tool, erases items in the Canvas (room numbers, doors,
edges, walls, etc.
Hand tool, moves items in the Canvas
Edge tool, create a new edge
Node tool, create a new node
About, copyright notice

Figure 11 below shows part of a floor plan with room numbers and doors:

Figure 11 CCNYiNAV GUI Output Data Tab and sample floor plan
4.7.2.3 The configuration tab in Figure 12 allows the user to define the color and
size of annotations (room numbers, elevator, etc.), and door locators in the
map. It also allows the user to select which DXF entity represents the
door.
The Global Coordinates can be used in conjunction with a larger system to
combine outdoor and indoor navigation.
The DEBUG mode creates a log of all events and helps troubleshoot any
software deviations. The log file is located on the work folder where the
application is installed and the file name is ccnyinav_debug_yyyymmdd.log
(yyyy=year,mm=month, dd=day)

Figure 12 CCNYiNAV GUI - Configuration
4.7.3

Node Tool

The Node tool is used to manually input Nodes. Figure 13 shows the Node Form.

Figure 13 Input Node Form
Types of nodes: Door, Room, Corridor, Elevator, Stairs, Men Restroom, Women
restroom, Anchor, External.

Anchor nodes are used to indicate a connection to a different 2D vector map
database, for instance: between different floor levels.
External nodes are used to indicate a connection with the outside world. The
external nodes can be used to locate the building entrance.
4.7.4

Edge Tool

The Edge Tool is used to manually connect two Nodes. To create an edge
between two nodes, the user needs to click on the start node and end node, after
click on the end node the Edge form is displayed, as shown on Figure 14.

Figure 14 Input Edge Form
There are two types of Edge: internal and external.
Internal Edges are used to represent the connection between two internal nodes.
External edges are used to represent the connection between an internal node and
an external or anchor node.

4.7.5

Auto Edge

The Auto Edge button runs the algorithm to automatically connect Nodes. The
algorithm first calculates the 2D Euclidean distance between two nodes according
to equation (1), and populates a vector sorted by calculated distance [16].
𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 = √(𝒙𝒑 − 𝒙𝒄 )𝟐 + (𝒚𝒑 − 𝒚𝒄 )𝟐

(1)

(𝒙𝒑, 𝒚𝒑 ) are the coordinates of the parent node and (𝒙𝒄 , 𝒚𝒄 ) the coordinates of the
child node.
The sorted vector is scanned to connect a parent node to a child node in a binary
search tree data structure [17]. In the binary tree data structure each parent has
only one child, and each child has only one parent. The selection of the parentchild node pair is based on the Euclidean distance [16]. Figure 9 gives a graphical
representation of the Nodes Parent-Child relationship. Node Parent1 has no parent
and it is the root node in the binary tree. Node Child1 is the parent of node Child
2, and so on.

Parent1

Child 1

Child 2

Child n

Figure 9 Nodes Parent-Child relationship
Once the parent-child binary tree is completed the algorithm draws the edge lines
on the GUI for visualization, and it will save the edges (parent-child nodes
connection) in the edges table of the selected database file.

4.7.6

CCNYiNAV Workflow

The CCNYiNAV Graphical user interface is used to input the drawing of a
building, process it and save the data to the database. In this section we present the
workflow to create a new 2D Vector map.
Create DB Workflow:
CCNYiNAV
GUI

Enter Address

YES
Grid map?
NO
CAD file?
YES
Select DB file

Click <Create DB>

End

Figure 10 Create DB Workflow

NO

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusions
In this research we have developed a 2D vector map, map editor and database to represent
a map of the indoor environment to be used in the computer assisted navigation system for
the blind [5]. The building floor blueprint from a CAD system is automatically converted
to a 2D Vector map represented by Nodes and Edges, and saved in a database for posterior
use for path planning and navigation.
The vectors are based on the definition of nodes and edges as defined in the indoorGML
standard [6].
A Graphical User Interface (CCNYiNAV GUI) was developed and implemented to allow
the user to input the CAD image, process the image to create the 2D vectors and save them
in a database. The GUI also allows the user to visualize the nodes and edges obtained
automatically and to manually edit the nodes and edges if needed.

5.2 Future Work
Even though the user has the ability to edit the nodes and edges manually, much
improvement can be done to the automated tool, mainly in the determination of nodes in
empty spaces. The empty spaces nodes are extremely important for path planning and
navigation itself.
Another improvement is the implementation of the full indoorGML standard including a
Database-to-XML tool to transfer the 2D Vector map over the internet using XML files.
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